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The Problem
The inadequacy of global efforts to reduce emissions of gases that accumulate in the atmosphere and result in global warming has led to greater attention to coping with a warmer world. While the capacity to adjust in various ways to higher global average temperatures might imply less urgency to reducing emissions, adaptation is also costly. Thus, questions of equity and responsibility arise. As a global problem, climate change faces the challenges of formulating and implementing legal, ethical, and normative obligations. The system of sovereign states assumes that governments will attend first to their own interests. If economic growth requires burning more than a country’s share of fossil fuels, so be it. No world government exists to prevent that, and a government that fails to maximize its own country’s economic status risks popular disapproval and lost international standing. Since Machiavelli, the difficulties of acting on ethical principles in international politics has been well understood. Coping with the effects of climate change means addressing difficult challenges of externalities. The beneficiaries of activities that produce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions do not have to pay all the costs. Small farmers in regions facing permanent drought due to global warming hardly contribute to the problem at all, but they might pay with their homes and livelihoods. Lacking an authority able to force compensation for externalities, the perpetrator can refuse to pay, leaving all the costs on those suffering the ill effects of global climate change. Reducing GHG emissions (mitigation) is falling short, leading to efforts to adjust (adaptation) which are costly, raising questions of equity and responsibility. The ethical issues are immensely difficult to solve in the institutional context of an anarchic state system that enables the imposition of externalities on others. The problem worsens as temperatures rise.

The Current Situation
The main responses to climate change include mitigation, adaptation, and geoengineering. Mitigation encompasses such measures as reduced use of fossil fuels, changed agricultural practices, and maintaining forests. Adaptation refers to adjustments to cope with
present and anticipated effects of climate change. Adaptation spans a wide spectrum, from minor adjustments to systemic transformations. Geoengineering is the attempt to apply technological fixes, to withdraw GHG from the atmosphere or manage solar radiation. These technologies are as yet unproven, not deployed, and could have unforeseen negative consequences.

The central question in international climate negotiations since adoption of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1992 has been mitigation. Until the Paris conference on climate in 2015, the generally accepted objective was to hold the temperature rise below 2°C compared to the pre-industrial era. At Paris, the member states participating in the negotiations agreed that 1.5°C should be the target, presumably avoiding climate change that, even at 2°C, would damage vulnerable areas. In December 2018, the parties to the UNFCCC met in Poland to consider how well the Paris agreement was performing at reducing GHG emissions. The news was not good. A reporter notes, “looked at collectively, countries would need to increase their commitments fivefold to keep temperature rise below 1.5°C, according to the report. They would need to increase their commitments three-fold to keep them below 2°C. Scientists say crossing either threshold could unleash a slew of irreversible consequences.”

Yet, despite progress on some fronts, the necessary “ratcheting up” of commitments to GHG reductions does not appear to be happening. Instead, the United States, embracing climate science denial, announced its intention to withdraw from the Paris pact and has taken regulatory steps to weaken U.S. commitments to reduce emissions. The administration rejected the Poland conference’s declaration that climate change could have...


dangerous effects on human society.\textsuperscript{4} U.S. policy could derail the Paris accord entirely, as other countries decide the absence of the world’s second-largest GHG emitter after China renders the agreement futile.\textsuperscript{5} Brazil, for its part, has changed course on climate policy toward higher emissions with the election of right-wing Jair Bolsonaro.\textsuperscript{6} Other countries, while not formally rejecting the climate science or international agreements, have set emissions targets too weak to make much difference. In all, the prospects for mitigation are not bright.

Indeed, it may be too late to achieve the 1.5°C goal without massive deployment of technology to remove GHG from the atmosphere. Even staying below 2°C likely requires rapid transformation of the global energy system, along with reversing deforestation and less reliance on livestock for food. Yet, the stronger commitments to reduce emissions are not likely to be forthcoming, while GHG emissions are instead increasing.\textsuperscript{7} Even with the Paris agreement, current commitments would likely lead to 3.5°C increase at the end of this century. If Paris is abandoned altogether, temperature rise of 4.0°C or more is possible.\textsuperscript{8} The world has been hotter before, but


never has the global average temperature changed this quickly, and never has human civilization existed in a world that much warmer.

The Fourth National Climate Assessment, a product of numerous U.S. agencies, found that the United States is already experiencing the consequences of rising global temperatures, and the negative effects are likely to be much greater in the future. A key message of the report is: “Climate change creates new risks and exacerbates existing vulnerabilities in communities across the United States, presenting growing challenges to human health and safety, quality of life, and the rate of economic growth.” Likewise, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states that high GHG emissions will lead to considerable disruption and damage, falling heavily on the people and communities least able to respond effectively: “Continued emission of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and long-lasting changes in all components of the climate system, increasing the likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible impacts for people and ecosystems.”

Of course, the degree of impact rises with global average temperature increases. As Jamieson notes, at higher temperatures, “familiar comforts, places, and ways of life will disappear on a timescale of years or decades.” Further, tipping points might exist, albeit at unknown exact temperatures. If so, then the climate could abruptly shift into a new state, with no going back. Planetary feedback loops could begin to raise temperatures independently of additional GHG emissions, at which point nothing humans do will make a significant difference; the planet will continue warming even were human-source GHG emissions reduced to net zero. Whether linear or abrupt

---


change occurs, impacts on the climate, the global ecosystem, and human interests will rise with temperatures.

Not a few climate scientists and other concerned observers assert that 4°C increase in global average temperature would spell the end of civilization. The “business-as-usual” scenario suggests that 4°C temperature increase will occur by 2100, so civilization-breaking climate change is a plausible outcome. Nor would temperature rise stop there. If the planet warmed to its previous high temperature, global average temperature would be about 14°C above pre-industrial, at which point much of the world would be unfit for human habitation. James Lovelock claims that “We are in a fool’s climate . . . and before this century is over, billions of us will die and the few breeding pairs of people that survive will be in the arctic region where the climate remains tolerable.” While Lovelock may go too far, few informed observers believe that a 4°C warmer world will be anything but a “tough new planet” that is inhospitable to industrial, technological, consumerist society as we know it, or indeed any civilization that has thrived during the Holocene.

The inadequacy of mitigation and the short time available to make the sweeping changes needed to hold temperature down to a tolerable level explain the increasing attention to adaptation. The prospect of climate catastrophe and the fading hopes for mitigation lead to a search for ways to live in a warmer world. However, entrenched interests and ways of life could prevent an effective response. The survival of civilization could require contemplating transformations of institutions, culture, norms, and practices that constitute a way of life. The most fundamental questions of the future of society are at stake.

The IPCC’s Assessment Reports offer a guide to what adaptation means under varying circumstances. The IPCC surveys pertinent literature, summarizing the general findings of research on a given aspect of climate change, and drawing conclusions as to what the literature suggests for future climate patterns, effects on the global


ecosystem, and possible policy options. The final reports undergo an extensive review process. The authors tend to avoid drama, so an IPCC report can be taken as a cautious statement of the problem, perhaps overly cautious.\(^{16}\) Even so, these observations and conclusions reflecting the broad consensus of the scientific community suggest that adaptation can call for sweeping change to institutions and ways of life.

Importantly, “adaptation involves change, in response to environmental conditions, which maintains, preserves, or enhances viability of the system of interest.”\(^{17}\) Only humans are capable of identifying a system of interest, and usually they will identify systems of interest to themselves because a given system affects human wellbeing. Adaptation to climate change is not just any change of infrastructure, behavior, values, or institutions in response to rising temperatures. Rather, adaptation to climate change is about serving human purposes by preserving, maintaining or enhancing a system of interest to human beings. In the IPCC’s work, the guiding principle is sustainable development. Thus, the system of interest would be the set of institutions, practices, beliefs, and behaviors that tend toward that goal, and adaptation would be adjustments made to preserve the requisites of sustainable development.

The most recent IPCC Assessment Report, AR5, identifies several forms of response to climate change, each corresponding roughly to the amount of temperature rise. They are incremental adaptation, transformational adaptation, and transformational change. Incremental adaptation entails taking actions that aim “to maintain the essence and integrity of the existing technological, institutional, governance, and value systems.”\(^ {18}\) Incremental adaptation is about “adjustments” such as growing different crops, planting earlier or later in the season, and improving irrigation systems. It can include strengthening infrastructure, re-zoning, and altering building codes.


\(^{18}\) AR 5, Chapter 14, p. 839.
Holding temperature rise below the 2ºC level would likely be required for incremental adaptation to suffice, although this will vary by region and locale. The question is when impacts become so severe that incremental adaptation will no longer protect the “system of interest.”

Transformational adaptation increases the amount of adjustment. It calls for changes of “fundamental attributes of systems in response to actual or expected climate and its effects, often at a scale and ambition greater than incremental activities.” Rather than switch to another crop, a farming region might go from field crops to livestock. People might migrate as employment opportunities decline in heavily impacted areas. Ideas about the relationship between humans and nature can change.

Transformational change seeks to challenge “the systems and structures, economic and social relations, and beliefs and behaviors that contribute to climate change and social vulnerability.” Specifically, if “current development pathways” produce climate risk and vulnerability, then “transformation of wider political, economic, and social systems may be necessary.” The IPCC is not insensible to the implications of this view: “Transformational change can threaten vested interests, or prioritize the interests of some over the well-being of others, and it is never a neutral process.” Although the uneven effects of climate change mean that transformational change “will need to be a key component in nearly all alternative climate-resilient pathways,” if temperatures were to rise +4ºC or more, “sustainability will become significantly more difficult to achieve,” and the boundaries of climate resilience will have been exceeded.

The normative framework for climate change policy offers resources for formulating responses to climate change at all three levels: incremental and transformational adaptation, and transformational change. What is that framework and how does it bear on adaptation? Is it adequate to meet the challenge of extreme climate disruption looming on the policy horizon?
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Principles in International Law and Policy

What normative principles pertinent to adaptation have entered the international dialogue on climate change? First, the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992) specifically notes the obligation to future generations, mentioned in Article 3 on “Principles.” The basis for protecting the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations of humankind is equity.

The implications of this principle for adaptation and transformation are profound. Although some adaptation is reactive to experienced impacts of climate change, anticipatory planning and implementation of adaptation measures is also a major part. Adaptation planning that looks forward decades or longer will involve the interests and well-being of future generations. Failing to take appropriate measures now could harm future generations. Already, the definition of sustainable development is that it serves the needs of the current generation while protecting the interests of generations to come. Fulfilling this obligation regarding climate change requires anticipating the probable effects of climate change on people and places and taking action to reduce the impact, especially on the most vulnerable, for which anticipatory adaptation is essential.

Second, the UNFCCC acknowledges “common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities.” This principle recognizes both that everyone bears some responsibility for addressing the climate challenge, and that some countries lack the means to address climate change while also alleviating poverty and lack of development. Countries that have benefited from past emissions and thus achieved high levels of development bear a greater obligation to reduce their GHG emissions and to help other countries finance and implement measures to protect the climate system.

The main reason adaptation has risen on the global agenda is that the world has failed to mitigate GHG emissions. Developed countries are largely responsible for the accumulation of GHG in the atmosphere. Although China and India have joined the first rank of GHG emitters, their per capita emissions remain relatively low, and their historic contribution is small compared to the earlier industrializers.
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Meanwhile, due to climate patterns and geography, the greatest impacts of climate change will fall on poor, developing countries with limited capacity to adapt to the tough new planet. Thus, they can make a legitimate claim on resources to reduce the damage to their countries resulting from the historic accumulation of GHG gases. The international community recognizes this differentiation of responsibilities. The framework for an Adaptation Fund was established in 2001, finalized in the Bali Action Plan in 2007. The Board approved its first projects in 2010. Although the Adaptation Fund has committed hundreds of millions of dollars to adaptation projects in developing countries, the need is much greater.

Third, climate policy adopts the environmental principle known as “polluter pays.” This principle asserts that the parties creating the environmental problem should finance remedial measures for those experiencing the harms. Polluter pays, again, draws attention to the fact that developed countries have made large contributions to the accumulation of GHG emission while, some of the countries most heavily impacted have made negligible contributions to accumulated GHG emissions. Thus, it follows that those creating the problem should pay for technologies and structures in countries that contributed little but face severe impacts. Certainly, working out the distribution of responsibilities and related financial obligations is no simple matter. It requires deciding how to allocate scarce resources between mitigation and adaptation, assigning responsibility according to past, present and future situations, determining whether individuals or states should bear the costs, and more. Still, polluter pays strongly indicates where primary responsibility lies.

Fourth, the precautionary principle shifts the burden of proof in favor of environmental protection. Specifically, the UNFCCC states, “lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing” efforts to minimize or prevent actions that would contribute to global warming. A strong formulation of the principle calls for rejecting any action that might cause serious harm, emphasizing safety,

determining whether any safer alternatives are available, and ensuring that all decisions are taken democratically.  

What does the precautionary principle mean for adaptation? First, adaptation policy should begin now. Global average temperature rise of 1.5°C might be “locked in” already, and additional GHG emissions mean that increases beyond that are likely. The lag between rising emissions concentrations and observed temperatures means that adapting to current conditions will be insufficient. Second, planning should assume that the more extreme temperature rises and climate disruption will occur. Optimistic mitigation pathways still leave about a one in three chance of increases beyond 2°C. Meanwhile, there may be no carbon budget remaining at all to stay below that level. If that is so, then adaptation planning should begin immediately for a significantly warmer world.

Fifth, the notion of “loss and damage” has entered the climate policy discourse as impacts are becoming evident and the inadequacy of mitigation is likely. “Loss and damage,” write Geest and Warner, “refers to impacts of climate-related stressors that have not been or cannot be avoided through mitigation and adaptation efforts.” The responsibility of developed countries to compensate for unavoidable loss and damage due to climate change is implied. The Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage incorporates the objective of “enhancing action and support, including finance, technology and capacity building,” which would indicate the need for funding from wealthier nations.

Sustainable development guides application of these principles. “The Parties have a right to, and should promote, sustainable development,” states Article 3 of the UNFCCC. Most of the countries of the world have signed onto the Sustainable Development Goals and to the UNFCCC. The broad commitment of the international community is to effective climate policy that is compatible with

sustainable development, recognizing the needs of developing countries and future generations.

**Principles of Adaptation and Transformational Change**

Fulfillment of the five principles just outlined would go a long way toward implementing incremental adaptation where possible and transformational adaptation where necessary. Adaptation that is respectful of future generations, fair to rich and poor, puts the burden primarily on the parties responsible for the problem, prudently takes account of severe impacts on the most vulnerable, and recognizes that significant negative impact is unavoidable would provide an effective response to severe climate change. The question is whether such a comprehensive response is possible given existing social structures and practices. This is where transformational change enters the picture.

Transformational change is not, itself, an “on the ground” response to climate change. It is not about building infrastructure, protecting ecosystem services, moving people, changing planting times, or any of the other large and small measures societies and communities might take to protect themselves from damages resulting from climate change. Transformational change is about changing the broader context within which decisions, exchanges, and behaviors occur. On what basis do we decide whether to build a new power plant, or close down a factory, or rezone a coastline? The thinking behind transformational change suggests that current “wider political, economic, and social systems” are inappropriate to choosing a development pathway that would implement adequate, fair, forward-looking incremental and transformational adaptation. In what ways, then, should those systems change so that adequate, effective adaptation can occur? Answering that question engages the deepest issues of social theory. Doing so is beyond the scope of this paper. In short, it means asking whether the system of sovereign states, global capitalism, faith in technological progress, and hopes for ever-rising standards of living must be abandoned in favor of more cooperative, simpler, ecologically healthy ways of life if disaster is to be averted.